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CS1115/CS5002 Web Development 1 - Lab sheet 2 - Informal feedback

Key to comments

(1) Didn't validate

(2) Indentation could be better

(3) header/nav/main/footer and, esp., sections/articles within main are not correct

(4) Some or all <li>s within your <nav> are not clickable

(5)

(6) <footer> ideally contains <p> and <small>

(7) Several problems with <em>, <strong>, <b> and/or <i> or lang attributes

57700729 E (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(7)
104330161 A Excellent.
105586496 A (2)(5) but near perfect. Well done!

109319590 B
110401717 B (2)(5)(7) + use meaningful ids, not numbers. Otherwise, good.
111475178 A (2)(5). Otherwise, very good.
112499842 B (1)(2)
114304611 A Perfect (except for an empty <aside>!)
114455782 C (1)(2)(5)(7)
114456372 A (2). Excellent.

114487192 C
115316376 B (1)(5). Otherwise, good.
115327536 A (2). Otherwise, good.
115413632 A Excellent.
115444768 C (1)(2)(3)(5)(7)
115456578 B (2) + your headers/headings are not right.
115534463 - 404
116318601 A (4). Otherwise, excellent.
116344356 A (2). Otherwise, very good.

116387873 C
116434364 D (1)(2)(3)(5)(7)
116443484 D (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(7)
116734141 C (1)(2)(3)(5)
117110036 A (2). Excellent.
117302273 A Pretty much perfect. Very well done!
118351621 - 404
118512266 D (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)
118727715 - 404
119100043 D (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)

119100239 A
119100241 B (2)(3)(5). Otherwise, good.
119100251 C (1)(3)(5) + you are confused about head and header.
119111636 A Near perfect (&ouml; + lang attributes). Well done!
119111711 B (5)(7) + you did not fix permissions on the image. Otherwise, good.
119111945 A (5) but near perfect. Well done!
119112679 A Near perfect. Well done!

Safer to use &copy; &ouml; and &euro; than © ö€

(5) + Your first ‘section’ is really a header + I’d not include the header and footer in 
the main. Otherwise, very good.

(1) (mostly because you’ve put your img into the head, instead of the header) + (2) 
+ (3) (mostly because of no main) – but not far off.

(1) (mostly because you’re confused between head/header) + (2) + (5) – if you’d 
fixed the validation errors, it would have been good.

(5). But also “a”, “b” etc are not good values for id – use something meaningful. 
Otherwise, excellent.
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119112803 C (1) (because you’ve confused head and header) + (5) + (7)
119112856 B (3)(5)(7). Otherwise, quite good.
119113000 A (1) (but very, very minor)
119113015 D (1)(2)(3)(4)(7)
119220098 A Nearly perfect. Well done!
119220134 A (1) (but minor)
119220160 C (2)(3)(5)(7)
119220834 A (2) + a header would have been good
119221132 B (3)(5)(7) - your headers and hgroups are not right.
119221429 A (2). Otherwise, excellent.
119221843 B (3)(5)

119222097 E
119222590 - Permissions incorrect.
119224245 D (1)(2)(3)(5)(6)

119224409 A
119224918 B (1) (but very minor) + (7). Otherwise, good.

119225520 A
119225868 B (1)(2). Otherwise, good.
119225981 A (2) + use meaningful ids, not numbers. Otherwise, very good.
119226077 A Very good - but your final <article> is a mistake.
119226440 A Nearly perfect. Well done!
119310501 - 404
119310841 - 404
119314623 B (3)(5)
119318221 B (7) + you need some <td>s – not all <th>s. Otherwise, good.

119319353 D
119322236 A Pretty much perefect. Very well done!
119322463 E (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)
119322711 B (1) + you often put your headings outside your section, which is not correct
119323056 A (2)(minor) + (5) + add some lang attributes. Otherwise, very good.
119324321 - 404
119325941 C (1)(2)(7) – if you’d fixed the validation errors, it would be good.
119329701 B (2)(3)(5) + the nav needs to contain nested lists
119330371 C (1)(2)(3)(5)
119333306 B (2)(3)(5)
119333516 C (3)(7) + better to use meaningful ids, not link1, etc
119345836 - Empty file.
119349976 B (2)(5) + main starts too early + no header + don't put CSS into your HTML 
119357813 - 404
119357981 A Nearly perfect. Well done!
119361266 A Nearly perfect. Well done!
119361923 B (2)(5)(7)
119363083 A (2). Otherwise, good.
119363843 B (2)(3)(5) + don't put <strong> into <h1>s.
119370986 D (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)
119372426 C (1)(2)(5) + use meaningful ids, not "a", "b"…
119372856 C (1)(2)(5)(7)
119374126 - 404
119374456 D (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)

(1) (mostlly because of incorrect ids). Also (2), (5) + You have headings (e.g. h2) 
outside their sections + You have not completed it: you’ve not used  <b>, 
<strong>, <i>, <em> 

(2)(4) + you're overdoing <i> - it's for names that you need to stand out, not all 
names. Otherwise, good.

Excellent (but you missed the &ouml; and a lang and I’m not convinced the strong 
is part of the table caption).

(1) (because your footer comes after the end of your body) + (3)(5)(6)(7) + Needs 
a header and a main.
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119377263 - 404

119380051 A
119383551 A Excellent.
119388986 - Empty file.
119394463 B (2)(3)(5)
119397976 - 404
119399591 A (2) + don't use <br>s
119401422 D (1)(2)(3)(5)
119406852 C (1) (because of your </br>s, which should never have been there) + (3) + (5)
119407142 A (2)(5)(7). Otherwise, good.
119408464 C (2)(3) + you’re missing some of the text
119408552 - 404
119411722 C (1)(2)(3)(7)
119415926 C (1)(2)(3)(7)
119416836 C (2)(3)(6)(7)
119421706 C (1)(3) + a little bi (5) + a little bit (7)
119421824 D (1)(2)(3) + There should be no <br>s

119422086 C
119424032 C (2)(3)(4)(5)
119424514 A (5)(7). Otherwise, very good.
119425074 C (2)(3)(5)(7)
119426682 F Nearly empty file
119426934 - 404
119429402 - 404
119431654 A (2) + use meaningful ids, not numbers + don't put <strong> into headings
119433352 - 404
119433842 D (1)(2)(3)(4)(7)
119439906 A (5). Otherwise, excellent.
119441536 F (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7) + your image does not display
119442536 D (1) (but minor) + (2)(3)(6)(7)
119445446 C (2)(3)(4)(7)
119454142 E (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(7)
119454664 C (1)(2)(3)(5)
119456596 C (2)(3)(5)(7)
119458204 C (2)(3)(7)
119459222 C (1)(2)(4)(5) + you've no header or main + lang attributes
119459664 B (1) (but minor) + (3) + (5)
119460054 C (2)(3)(5)(7)
119461896 A (5) but near perfect. Well done!
119462914 - No work submitted.
119470426 B (2)(7) + you’ve an <h1> in the wrong place. Otherwise, good.

119471316 C
119473576 B (2)(3)(7)
119477254 B (2)(3). Otherwise, good.
119480422 D (1)(2)(3)(6)(7) + don't include <br>s.
119482024 C (1)(2)(3)(5) + use meaningful ids, not numbers
119482126 C (2)(3) + Your main is in the wrong place + you’ve a section, instead of a header.
119484934 A (2)(5). Otherwise, good.
119485232 C (1)(5)(7)
119491786 D (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)

(5). Also, a little (7) + don't put empty paragraphs in - they have no effect. 
Otherwise, very good.

(2)(3)(7) - you are not using nav, section, article correctly at all - look at the Mojitos 
example, or ask about it.

(2)(3)(5)(7). Also you'e are not using sections/article correctly - look at the Mojitos 
example or ask us.
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119492694 B (2)(3)(5)(7)
119495876 A (2)(5) + don't put empty paragraphs in - they have no effect. Otherwise, very good.
119519073 D (1)(2)(3)(5)(6)
119522223 D (1)(2)(3)(5) + don't use <br>s
119704075 C (2)(3)(5) - you're getting the sections/articles very wrong.
119739639 F Nearly empty file
119740899 F (1)(2)(3)(5)(7) + In lectures, we  learned to never use "file:///
119754439 - Permissions incorrect.
119774249 B (1) (but minor) + (7). Otherwise, good.

119924536 D
(3)(7). Also numbers don’t make good values for ids + do not put image 
width/height into your HTML
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